Want to support NOPEC’s renewable energy efforts?

NOPEC now offers programs that include 100% Renewable Energy Credits (RECs).

How can I support renewable energy efforts through NOPEC’s aggregation program?

The electricity supplied by NextEra Energy Services Ohio, LLC (NESO) to NOPEC’s electric aggregation for the Standard Program Price and Monthly Variable Rate products include EarthEra® RECs equal to 200% of the quantity of RECs required by the state of Ohio. NOPEC customers can now choose a product that includes RECs for 100% of the customer’s energy usage.

To enroll in a 100% renewable product, call NOPEC’s 24/7 customer service line at 855-667-3201.

What is an EarthEra® Renewable Energy Credit (REC)?

Renewable energy credits represent the environmental attributes associated with 1 megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity generated by a renewable energy resource, such as wind or solar energy. The EarthEra® program was established by NextEra’s affiliate, NextEra Energy Resources, to provide an innovative way for businesses and consumers to support the development of renewable energy resources with confidence that the proceeds from the purchase of EarthEra® RECs are going to the development and construction of new wind and solar energy projects in the United States.

How do the EarthEra® RECs promote renewable energy initiatives?

The proceeds from the purchase of EarthEra® RECs are deposited in the EarthEra® Renewable Energy Trust, a fund overseen by an independent third-party trustee, which invests 100% of the proceeds into the development and construction of new renewable energy projects in North America. A goal of the EarthEra® program is to accelerate the growth of clean renewable resources and make these resources a major part of America’s energy future. Proceeds from the sale of EarthEra® RECs are already being directed to renewable energy projects under development in the Northeast and may be directed to similar projects in Ohio in the future.

For approximately 83 cents a month, the average NOPEC customer can help support renewable energy.

Visit nopec.org to see rate options for 100% renewable products. Call to enroll at 855-667-3201.